Exploring objects

Print Object Cards 1 to 4 and cut out the images. Then fill in an Exploring Card for each object.

Exploring Card: print and fill in a card for each object

Paste one of the objects here

Make notes about the object: what can you see?

Do you think that this is an object from the Roman times? Why do you think this?
Exploring objects

Print Object Cards 1 to 4 and cut out the images. Then fill in an Exploring Card for each object.

Object Card 1: print and cut out the images

Object 1

Object 2
Exploring objects

Print Object Cards 1 to 4 and cut out the images. Then fill in an Exploring Card for each object.

Object Card 2: print and cut out the images

Object 3

Object 4
Exploring objects

Print Object Cards 1 to 4 and cut out the images. Then fill in an Exploring Card for each object.

Object Card 3: print and cut out the images

Object 5

Object 6
Exploring objects

Print Object Cards 1 to 4 and cut out the images. Then fill in an Exploring Card for each object.

Object Card 4: print and cut out the images

Object 7

Object 8